Nonprofit Partnership ‘NATIONAL JUDO VETERAN UNION’

Registration N: 7721551695
Principle State Registration Number: 1067746420422
Also known as: Noncommercial partnership "THE NATIONAL UNION OF JUDO VETERANS"
Founded: March 28, 2006
Current state: registered
Registered: Russian Federation
Address: 109428, Москва, улица Коновалова, 14/1

Last profile update: March 30, 2020
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Connections:

- Close associates
  - Balskiy Pavel Grigor'evich – the president
Dossier:

Sanctions:

Rotenberg Arkadiy Romanovich
Hockey Federation of Russia, Chairman of the Board
high councilor

Rotenberg Boris Romanovich
FUND ‘TOKSOVSKAIA PERSPECTIVA’, chairman of the board of trustees
high councilor
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